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Operational Perspective for 2050Operational Perspective for 2050

§Completely automated freight air transport
• remotely piloted drones
• autonomous drones (possibly)

§Highly automated passenger air transport
• ultra connected aircraft
• a single pilot on board = supervisor of the machine & unforeseen emergencies
   +
• a pilot on ground in technical center = supporting the on board pilot and

controlling the operation by way of reliable and secure communication links
  A few decades later, passenger air transport will become fully automated

§Much safer air transport
• a drastic reduction in accident rate in particular for passenger air transport
• as a result of reduced human intervention (human factors = by far the main

cause of aviation accidents)
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Need to change the legal frameworkNeed to change the legal framework
governing liabilities?governing liabilities?

§Zero risk does not exist
àair transport accidents will continue to occur resulting in victims on board

and on the ground (personal injury/death, property damage and resulting
loss of use)

§Who will bear the liability for these accidents in such a context of
multiple, complex, shared, intertwined technical responsibilities?

§ Is the current legal framework governing liabilities adapted to the
realities already taking shape ?

§Will it have to be modified to take account of these technological
developments ?
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
StructureStructure

§ By nature, air transport is largely international and cross-border  the legal
framework governing liabilities in case of accident has developed at 3 levels :

Ø International level: « Warsaw system »

Ø Regional level (e.g. E.U.)

Ø National level
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
General trendGeneral trend

§ General trend since 1929 (Warsaw Convention) towards:
• a stricter carrier’s liability
• a fuller indemnification of the claimants (in particular in case of personal injury

incl. death)

§ Legal evolution:
• in line with a more global evolution of Liability Law in industrial countries

during the 20th century and early 21th century
ü towards a more systematic  & full compensation of victims of transportation accidents (but also

of defective products, industrial accidents…),
ü as public opinions in developed countries tolerate less and less that the victims of such

accident
• may be indemnified only if they can prove a fault has been committed by the operator or

manufacturer
• can not get full indemnification due to caps imposed by law to protect certain sectors of activity

• not directly linked to the main technical evolutions in aviation

• but might not have been possible if aviation safety had not improved
significantly with each new generation of aircraft.

…/
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
General trendGeneral trend

…/
• Typically, public opinions in developed countries find it difficult to accept

that the victim of an aircraft accident be less compensated than the victim of
a car accident, specially since air carriage is reputed safer than road.

• However, emerging countries have different concerns as:
ü  their public opinions do not (yet) have the same demands in terms of accident

compensation
ü their priority is the viability of their national air carriers and the development of air

transport

§The current legal framework governing air carriers’ liability and
the difficulties to amend it can largely be explained by the
diverging requirements of the industrial countries on the one
hand and of the developing countries on the other.

  e.g.  4 decades needed to elaborate and sign the 1999 Montreal Convention intended to modernize and
replace the Warsaw Convention. 70 years separate the 2 conventions. As of today, the Warsaw Convention has
not been completely superseded by the Montreal Convention as some countries have not ratified the latter.
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
Basic principlesBasic principles

§Schematically, the legal framework is as follows:

Ø Liability of the air carrier in front line

Ø not excluding the possible liabilities of other responsible parties.
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
Liability of the air carrier - HighlightsLiability of the air carrier - Highlights

§ The legal framework governing air carriers’ liability is complex (3 levels)
ØInternal air carriages are governed by national laws which differ substantially from one

another (including within the EU).
ØNot all countries have ratified all international conventions applicable to international air

transport (e.g. some international passenger carriages are still governed by the Warsaw
Convention, others by the Montreal Convention)

§ However, generally the liabilities for damage to the passengers or to
third parties on ground are focused upon the air carrier.

§ The air carrier‘s liability is based
• either on a presumption of fault of the carrier (or his employees)
or,
• on strict liability (no fault liability)

§ The air carrier’s liability is not exclusive
ØPossibility for the carrier to exercise a recourse against other responsible parties
ØSame possibility for the claimants
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
Liability of the air carrier – Damage to passengersLiability of the air carrier – Damage to passengers

§ Governed by the “Warsaw System”:

ØMontreal Convention 1999, Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
for International Carriage by Air (entry into force in 2003)

ØWarsaw Convention 1929,  Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
Relating to International Carriage by Air (entry into force in 1933) ;
amended by various protocols

  NB: the Warsaw Convention applies to international carriage between Member 
States which have not ratified the Montreal Convention yet and  to international
carriage between Member States, one having ratified Montreal but not the other one

§ Damage to luggage and cargo are also governed by the Warsaw
System

§ In the EU:
ØMontreal Convention directly applicable, including  for internal carriage
ØRegulation 889/2002 (advance payments to meet immediate economic

needs) and  Regulation 785/2004 (minimum liability insurance
requirements)/…
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
Liability of the air carrier – Damage to passengersLiability of the air carrier – Damage to passengers

…/
§ Warsaw/Montreal comparison:

Ø  Warsaw:
• Carrier’s fault presumed

ü could get exonerated upon proof all necessary measures taken to avoid damage or victim’s fault
• Carriers’ liability capped

ü 125 000 Francs Poincaré (< 10 000 USD) ; doubled by the Hague Protocol (1955) ;  USD 75 000 imposed by US
government in 1966  for carriage originating from or destined to the USA or with a stop over there

ü To obtain full compensation:
‐ the victims had to demonstrate the wilful misconduct of the carrier (or his employees) or
‐ had to claim against other possible liable parties (manufacturers, ATC, …)

ü  In the 1990s, several airlines contractually committed not to oppose any cap in case of personal injury to passengers
ü In 1997, IATA Inter-carrier Agreement (IAA 1995), supplemented by MIA (Measures for Implementation of the IAA

1996) came into force creating a two -tier compensation system:
‐ Strict liability of the carrier up to 100,000SDRs (approx. 135 000 USD)
‐ Above 100,000 SDR, unlimited liability of carrier based on presumption of fault (Warsaw exonerations

available to the carrier)
ØMontreal:

• Strict liability of the carrier up to 113,100SDRs (approx. 160 000 USD) as limit upgraded in 2009 (no
exoneration except victim’s fault)

• Above 113,100 SDR, unlimited liability of carrier based on presumption of fault (exoneration available to
carrier: victim’s fault, third party’s fault, proof that damage not due to carrier’s fault or that of its employees)

/…
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
Liability of the air carrier – Damage to third partiesLiability of the air carrier – Damage to third parties

§ No “governing” international convention
ØRome Convention 1933 ( for the unification of certain rules relating to damage

caused by aircraft to third parties on the surface): never came into force
ØRome Convention 1952  (on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third

Parties on the Surface), amended by Montreal Protocol 1978 : in force but
ratified by very few ICAO States.
• Very limited scope as not ratified or denounced by USA, Canada, China, Australian

Japan, France and most EU States
• Not clearly applicable to in-flight collisions except for resulting ground damage
• Basic principles:

üStrict liability of the carrier for damage on the surface of earth caused by foreign
aircraft (no exoneration except victim’s fault)

üCarrier’s liability capped to low amounts depending on Take Off Weight
üTo obtain full compensation, the victims have to demonstrate the wilful

misconduct of the carrier (or his employees)
§ Damage to third parties are mostly governed by national laws, which are

very diverse, including in the EU (for instance : strict and unlimited liability in
France ; unlimited liability based on fault for in flight- collision but strict and unlimited
liability for ground damage in the UK ; liability for fault in the Netherlands)
üRegulation (EC) 785/2004 (minimum liability insurance requirements depending on TOW)
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
Liability of other responsible partiesLiability of other responsible parties

§ Possibility for the air carrier and the victims to claim against other
responsible parties, such as:
Ø ATC, Airworthiness authorities, aircraft manufacturers,  engine manufacturers,

aviation suppliers and subcontractors, airports, airport service providers,
maintenance workshops, aircraft owners & financiers…

§ Applicable legal regimes governing these liabilities are countless and
vary diverse
ØExtent of liability depending upon applicable law (which not always easy to

identify: possible conflict of laws)
ØDuty of care, strict liability, product liability, contractual liability, tort liability,

governed mostly by national laws, but sometimes by international conventions
or regional law regimes

§ Claims against other potential responsible parties are frequent in case of
aviation accident
Ø Frequent findings of contributory liability; Of 100% liability, less so.
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The current legal frameworkThe current legal framework
In summaryIn summary

§ The current legal framework governing air carriage liabilities is

Øextremely complex,

Ølargely governed by international conventions which can not be
modified easily and within a reasonable timeframe, due to conflict
of interest between Member States
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Need to change the legal frameworkNeed to change the legal framework
governing liabilities?governing liabilities?  Not necessarilyNot necessarily

§ No definition of “aircraft” in current international conventions governing
air carriage liabilities
Ø could apply to international carriage by means of “pilotless” aircraft
Øwill apply in case of carriage by means of a “single” pilot aircraft

• Indeed, art 8 of the Chicago Convention (1944) on International Civil
Aviation already envisages pilotless aircraft: “No pilotless aircraft capable of being
flown without a pilot shall be flown without a pilot over the territory of a contracting State
without special authorization by that State and in accordance with the terms of such
authorization. Each contracting State undertakes to insure that the flight of such aircraft
without a pilot in regions open to civil aircraft shall be so controlled as to obviate danger to
civil aircraft”.
• Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 establishing a European Aviation Safety

Agency (EASA) implicitly submits to EASA the unmanned aircraft with an
operating mass above 150 kg (except some limited exceptions).
• Both EASA and JARUS (Joint Authorities on Rulemaking on Unmanned

Systems) work on certification norms.
…/
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Need to change the legal frameworkNeed to change the legal framework
governing liabilities?governing liabilities?  Not necessarilyNot necessarily

/…
§ Given the complexity of the intertwined technical responsibilities in the new

context of a fully automated (or quasi automated) air transport,
Ø the focus of liabilities upon the air carrier will be even more necessary than today as

the technical responsibilities will be difficult to unravel in case of accident
• the burden of proof of the technical responsibilities can not be borne by the victims

Øthe product liability of some suppliers and subcontractors might be increasingly
alleged and retained by the court as (on board) pilot error as such should be decreasing
and ultimately disappearing
• more litigation in perspective

ØIn the intermediary phase during which manned and unmanned aircraft will be
coexisting in the controlled airspace (whether segregated or not), possible increase of
the risk of collision and of ATC liabilities
• collision between manned and unmanned aircraft

ØIncreased cyber risk (intentional or non intentional interferences)
• New forms of terrorism and malicious interference with the conduct of flight (“war risks” for aviation

insurers)
…/
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Need to change the legal frameworkNeed to change the legal framework
governing liabilities?governing liabilities?  Not necessarilyNot necessarily

/…
§ Main legal evolutions currently “in the pipe” (post 09/11) relate to damage to

third parties:
ØUnlawful Interference Convention (Montreal 2009)
ØGeneral Risk Convention

§ However the conflict of interest between industrial nations (favoring an
increased protection of the victims) and the developing nations (fostering the
development of their air carriers) is not about to disappear

§ Only a handful of States (mainly from Africa and South America) have
ratified these conventions, so far

§ Not certain they will be ratified by a sufficient number of States to become
applicable by 2050…(if ever)
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